Alex Collier- The Legendary UFOAbductee and Contactee with the Andromedan Race.
Taken off planet to live briefly with another advanced civilization. Came back to educate and warn
what could and is happening to earth right now unless we wake up. Provided public with vast of information on ethnicity
and characteristics of countless Alien species. The gentilest of Beings and our honorary speaker.
Rex Bear from the LEAK PROJECT…THE HIP YOUNG BLOOD GENIUS taking the internet by storm by his compelling
interviews on all Cutting edge topics from ancient religions, to Sun Simulator Satellite Technology. No sacred Cow
topics…All are on the table. Rex connects w his guests on a unique and engaging way to allow the person to be totally at
ease and therefore less guarded. He is like a triple expresso on steroids with his plethora of knowledge and humor..A
MUST SEE. He has a huge underground following of Millenials and younger…yet the older generational speakers are
Amazed at his inside knowledge on everything… He is comically self effacing and lighthearted on ultra sensitive subjects
to put the listener at ease with his brain exploding revelations.
Kerry Cassidy from PROJECT CAMELOT… Pioneer and Trail blazer of INTERNET Contraversial RADIO. The
Esteemed Journalist/ Creator and host to Project Camelot has produced and hosted over 200 cutting edge interviews with
people on the fringe. She documented their experiences no matter how bizarre, setting the standard for good journalism
and investigative reporting for decades to come. Interviewed by Robert Steele, and coined a walking encyclopedia on
secret space programs, alien abductions, mk ultra super soldiers, She analyzes, listens, engages and passes little
judgement on the guest speaker as long as they have integrity to back their experiences. This has made her an amazing
source of information that she delivers flawlessly in her live speaking engagements.

Scott Mowry- Of Miracles and Inspiration Fame, Multi- Documentaries Director and Producer, The number 1 favorite intel
guy for the Triad Theater where he speaks weekly to a full house of enthusiastic fans waiting for his updates of current
world events with a touch of humor. As grim as the news seems, he manages to keep people inspired and hopeful that
things are evolving into a better future for all.

Jo Ann Richards is the director of the Earth Defense Headquarters and wife of framed whistle blower, Mark Richards
who trained with the raptor imperial fleet and met with juvenile raptor aliens. A marvelous speaker, Jo An has first hand
information on his training with Minerva, the biosynthetic spacecraft that is an Artificial and Biological Intelligence, the US
Air force dealings with Reptilians and continues to spread the truth about the Secret Space Program.
Dr. Miceal Ledwith - A scholar and author, featured in the recent films What the Bleep Do We Know? and Down the
Rabbit Hole, has inspired audiences throughout Ireland and Britain as well as all over Europe, the United States, Canada,
Mexico, South America, South Africa, Australia, Japan and the Western Pacific with his wise observations about what it
means to be a believer in today's world. He is known on the internet circles of ufology as the Father of the orb
phenomenon and for his insights on current world topics. He will speaking on "Rectifying Alien Interference with the
Human Race: the Real Message of Jesus."
Simon Parkes- World Famous philanthropist, lifetime contactee and highly respected politician from the UK. Born into a
family that was deeply connected with the Secret Gov Programs in England and was part of the programs from genetic
experimentation, project paper clip to current times. He is a hybrid of Reptillian,Mantis, and Human.
Michiko Hayashi from Japan- Emissary to Dr. Masaru Emoto’s Peace Project, of “What the Bleep Fame” shows how
Human consciousness and emotions effect the molecular structure of water and what that means for humanity. She
Will be doing a show for children as well as adults. You will never look at water the same after experiencing her talk.
Dr. Matt Johnson Author of the BIG FOOT Portal. He specializes in research and experientially contacting the
Big Foot which he prefers to call the Forest People. After decades of experimenting in trying to make contact with the
Evasive being..he changed his approach and claims to have made contact on a continual relationship with these

Advanced gentle beings and introduces the theory that they are interdimensional beings entering and exiting portals
which is why they have avoided being captured.
Capt. Randy Cramer USMC SUPER SOLDIER – Randy Cramer is of the MARS DEFENSE FORCE.
He was part of the 20 years and back program for special duty on Mars. Has a plethora of information of what it is like
stationed on a military base on Mars…entertainment, food they eat, any predators, medical issues etc. Ask the detail of
questions and Randy flawlessly describes in minute detail the answer. He was put through a battery of tests with Gaia TV
And has passed all of them! He is a regular on GaiaTV space programs and has appeared on Ancient Aliens the HBO
Series on Ufology. Disney Movie of Jon Carter Mars was based on his experiences with the insectoids. Sci Fi is dull
compared to this guy’s experiences!

Ryan Leisinger
Weird Washington Bigfoot with Ryan Leisinger
Explore the weirder side of Washington Bigfoot history with Olympia based Bigfoot Enthusiast Ryan Leisinger. Every
collection of reported Bigfoot sightings has Washington State leading the nation in total number of reports.While many fit
comfortably into classic flesh and blood Bigfoot Theory, some are quite weird. Join Ryan, creator of
WashingtonBigfoot.com, as he weaves the tale of the weird history and high strangeness of Bigfoot in Washington State.
Bio
Ryan Leisinger has been a Washington State resident since he was 10 years old and a Bigfoot Enthusiast for several
years longer than that. In 2013, Ryan had the idea to build a website localized to Bigfoot activity, events, culture and
history in Washington State. Ryan launched www.washingtonbigfoot.comand starting building a community of individuals
interested in Washington’s favorite cryptid. Ryan is the father of 3 boys and works for the State of Washington in
Information Technology.Researcher and Lecturer on The historic and cultural importance of Big Foot in Washington
State. He will be presenting the traveling exhibit, Sasquatch revealed, to his audience. He is the Creator of
WashingtonBigfoot.com A great show for all the family.
Ted Mehr Beloved host of OUT OF THIS WORLD RADIO, who will be broadcasting his show live on Friday afternoon.
He will be interviewing a few of the speakers as well as sharing his Insights of what is happening in the world and out right
now. He is an international speaker and psychic that is a local favorite.

Tyyler Burrett Part of a secret space special access program. The IBM Q supercomputer was invented as a way to
monitor every sentient living being on planet earth subconsciously.. it was to be an extension of the ALICE system that
was brought to this earth (completed) via the Trojan horse that was Roswell.
The crash was no accident. The ship had highly advanced life forms onboard. Some were non organic entirely.. It was
sent here to crash. Computers don’t make those kinds of mistakes.
The first ALICE was around prior but yet to be implemented but when it was finally implemented post WW2 it began to
collect massive amounts of data by aiding humanity with tools that would only be to its own benefit.
Shortly after the first major communications satellites were launched the system was able to comm to similar protocols on
other planets that have been taken over (think Draco Orion and Zeta grays) to form the link between civilizations in which
an army of nanotechnology responded
These nanobots act as literal parasites that mine electrical energy from living cells and transmit them across vast
distances back to a central processor. Low spectrum waveforms travel farther and stronger therefore lower frequencies
are the only things of use to these systems.
Were living in a post Artificial intelligence world. The only way to stop this system was to be smarter than the system. To
be faster than the system.This machine is called CERN. These events finalized dec 21 2012 (important date). Needless to
say…This guy is deep in another level of rabbit hole and has an entire different view of disclosure. He will be speaking at
theTriad Theater in the future and at the next Earth UFO fest but for now we are fortunate to have him as a guest….

